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The basic idea is that you can calculate observables in

a systematic expansion without knowing the exact

underlying theory

This is used all the time since we do not know the
underlying theory
In HEP Fermi theory of weak interactions led to SM

SWei berg PRL 17 1966 616 it scatteringlengths
before QCD quarks __

operator analysis of weak decays and GUT SMEFTCohen

Tennicolor HEFT

HQET introduce labels V

IN
ROED NRECD NREFT label changing interactions

Neubert modes

SCET

observable calculation error

a understand how to control error

systematic expansion in 8 power counting parameter



a can improve accuracy by working to higher
order in 8

a Finite number of parameters at any given
order ins Can eliminate these to get
parameter free predictions

e Work to 8 of parameters increases
with n

f Almost trivial at classical level

expand f s in a Taylor series

g non trivial at the quantum level loopcorrections

h key ingredient is locality
separation of scales into short distance

Lagrangian coefficients and long

distance matrix elements

can include non perturbative effects

eg 184 in HQET

2 1 BI EDI by 1B

12 2 B I 5,9028 GP by BY

1,42 n O RACE enter masses
decay spectra form factors etc
completely non perturbative EFT i XPT



mixture in QLD factorization into
as PDF

I
put in as Q

T non perturbative

PDF's universal

c Allows you to organize your thinking and

get estimates for quantities using locality
and gauge invariance

If scale separation deal with only one scale at
a time greatly simplifies calculation
otherwise f Myme can be complicated
single scale

B decay Mw Mb Need

all symmetries manifest
PT spontaneouslybroken chiral symmetry
HOET spin flavor symmetry bt bt et al

m
sum large logs RG improvement

s logamy

fixed order perturbationtheory can break down

Cnl efficient way to characterize new physics



electrostatic
re a

7 Yin ft Cem E Yemen

ID expansion parameter 8 n E
2 Far away observer parameterize Vfr in

terms of short distance coefficient Cemal

M ata Cent

3 prediction Yen r fe
4 dimensional analysis Clm n 1

or Cemal n al
don't know what a is but can compare

different t to get an estimate of a

5 underlying symmetry measurable

predictions
cubic symmetry Cem to

Civless ME 0
mod 4

Cal more multipole
better description with smaller errors

s do not need to know a

Cemal x he Yam o

unknown dimensionfull



EFT need to think cannot apply rules blindly

HQET mfg p
but endpoint of spectra

non perturbative shape functions k

eg B Xer endpoint get shape function

to IE
Mb Mc expand in Mfg for

weak decoys

also have 1m I 1 If
PT M sum PT

sun XPT integrateout K
mind

expansion depends on what is being measured



QI

eg QCD QED

IT D mF Gi GE

i already an EFT neglect weak interactions
2 parameters masses Mr m

41M
É 10

10

What can we compute 1
Green's functions are gauge dependent

can compute 5 matrix elements

on shell external particles
physical polarizations

fisheries
LSZ reduction formula 01 p to

fold 1particle

can get 5 matrix from correlation functions

any operator eg 07

radiative corrections 0 7M
need a regularization renormalization scheme

part of the definition of the theory



Will use dim reg in 4 2 dimensions

Need for almost all analytic calculations

preserves gauge invariance and chiral symmetry

g fist i t

É tesmall but

L parameters are a

Lagrangian parameters m not observables

MB B meson Man

y observableMa pin mass

L params

ons
AN

0h52 Obs n

get params from some observables to determine
rest Lagrangian parameters are intermediate steps
because of how we do calculations

Scattering amplitudes avoid Lagrangian parameters

QED Lagrangian Mach 21m in MS scheme

Fix from me pole mass I Coulomb

potential
L

9.036COED LEFT neglect string weak
interactions not in UCD I



Given left can compute using Leep

do not need to know QED is low energy
limit of SM
do not need to consult an oracle

do not need to know high scale Mw for Ma

renormalizable them ys non renomelizable then
old fashioned terminology not really very different

QCD L TIDY MT 4 EA
cat have the same structure beware of

gauge fixing

EFT I La YEE 4814714814
dinb

t dim 8
to terms with counterterms

a bat to finite order in Phat only a finite
number of coefficients

a can compute without knowing where operatorscame

from weak decay computed before we knew SM

An interacting OFT can be constructed from

low energy inputs
full theory

GO
EAT
XPT

SM Fermi theory



EFT and fit theory not the same They have

a different divergence structure one of the
reasons for constructing EFT
not a minor change

Matching construct EFT from full theory

in some cases do not know full theny
and only have EFT or matching non perturbati
as in XPT

EFT and full they need not have same d of
eg XPT mesons baryons QCD quarks gluons

Itt din sine Gordon Thirring duality
bosons fermions

even QCD with t
without t

Ah 4 not same

in two theories

low energy dynamics insensitive to high energy quantities

4
high provided inputs one low energy

Fwmeasure here
Coulomb me Mp

but if you use high energy inputs Isle
at say rn 500 Gev

then results depend on parameters such as

Mt Mp astr Mt



high energy constraints on EFT from symmetries

eg P T etc

NRAM spin statistics than from QFT

EFT often talk about integrating out

but in XPT or HQET what is being

integrated ant

better think about problem you want to solve
and what are the relevant scales fields

ie what you want

Fields not always obvious

NROIDISCET multiple gluon fields
soft ultrasoft
collinear altrasoft



Dimensionally s

58 e's 5 f d x L dimensionless

S o 4 Ar d

gA I g 41 D I

operators in 4 4 b I 4 A I

D 0 A

D I shift field to remove

D 2 total derivative

P 3 3
44,8

at Lorenty die

D 4 444 ID 4 7 F 9 00

total derivatives o Integration by parts IBP

504 o f D't I 97 etc

Remove some terms in Lagrangian simplifies
calculations factor of 2 reduction

Integration by parts IBP

Field redefinitions

of
I can change Greens functions but not 5 matrix elements
b remove some redundant operators
11 Green's functions can be so but s matrix is finite



Idl es diagonalise kindi energy of id 4 Kij Si

fermions In 41 use Weyl spinors

445 Pyrt Pk

Ñc4r TRY I 4 TRDY

use é and é or é and et Clér

ÉÉ Ld 4 4ft
21 4 it DH m ptp

LEFT to humber of terms en d 3 at dimb

M scale of new physics like Ya in

multipole example

HRT j dim 2 44 dim 3

EFT dynamics of light particles with masses M

i L n m g M 44

g 01mi
1mm Mott E

M E MY

i dim 2 3 operators are counted like dim 4
because of the extra M M or m M

suppression



scattering amplitude has an expansion parameter

8 p momentum or mass p m

scale in EFT ie low scale

An p4 EdZEE _external scalars
Ex external fermions an TE

s E for 4

1m
a

lowscale

dinn 5 dim 6 dims etc

relative to Ld 4 amplitude

ie A P n Ʃ ni vertices

D d D

count powers of M in the denominator
d

Weinberg XPT count powers of p in the numerator

407 p
EA 4 dim D operator with 0,4

external lines
IR p o lowest dim operators dominate

in interacting theory naive anomalous dimension



Protonarcay

SM B C are accidental symmetries terms with D 4

conservethem First B violating term

994
dim 6

proton decay T
f

E f
to erfY y

If din 5 thenonly f
enhanced by 10 so lyr

n ñ oscullations DB 2 12 dim 9 operator

1741 suppression in amplitude

dink 1 4 could be at a few Tey

MassM possible because B is a symmetry

scale at whish is Ma

similarly for other symmetries L P C CP T



Vmassese

I HL din 5 operator

AL 2 and leads to L 00

Majorana mass Mr Ya
246 Get Mr 152 ex Mr 6 165GeV

Important to check experimentally if masses violate

lepton number



IE

a.n

spinors

A if Vas IFRS éKPLVe

Ian
k mm

Ii
L 49 11 EYE

b e KPLve

4 ME
44

determines but not MW

i th e

Ve e

f e 1 8ft 8ps p 12 p lnp

expanded out
ME t.fi terms

keep full dependence on My
low energy states



Advantages of higher order and including
radiative corrections

as corrections

X
s I an lusty

radiative corrections

I t asL t SL LL series

Ls t LsKILT NLL series

p p
Lo NLO

RG improvement factor n 2

EFT valid until K'a Mw

GF doesn't gie Mn

dim 8 operator
YEYI 2,158Pa Mettle



61
dime if Sgt Y

cutoff

dins S Ift Fa N

and expansion naively breaks down

I I N t I Nt

pg

non analytic structure
branch cuts logs etc in

low energy scales

expand out
whiteners

EFT integral is not the correct one

may not even know whet the correct one is

if we don't know UV theory

Igi
Mt of integral is correct because

EFT gives low energy amplitude
by construction

1,4
Uu need not be correct

different UV Localoperators



matching adjust EFT coefficients to give
comet loop amplitude if Ur theory known

power counting In partof defn of EFT

tells you how to organize expansion

want a way to do loops that maintains power counting

pin neg MS ftp.Tmyb
Em ight

attempt
at

d 4 2 E

as n'SEEcity ftp.t Etitlm't
ri 4am e

te

É Ii threat
I only appears as log A No powers of A
Scaleless integrals vanish J d k O

no power divergences Only log divergences

S then m log I fay o
m



I IIme m les Em

only get powers of IR scale m in numerator

No highscale enters the integral Notoffs
similar to scattering amplitude

unitary cuts construct

loops

possible polynomial in momentum can be added

only knows about low energy scales

polynomial would have to introduce a random
scale not in the theory to

have 112,14 terms

Dim reg only scales that enter integral are those

in the propagator denominator 1

like complex integration by residues
singularities fixed by low scale

SM
I mtilog ME

do not get 11 log



power counting amplitude Gpa Xd
D d Di di even for loops

since loop integrals do not generate M

I heat ly WA n fu ft
need a dim 6 comterterm

LEFT hey En t 4g I I

have the entire series to absorb all the

divergences Cannot ignore them

D 5 7 D d I 7,0 generate all

higher order terms

DEA D d 10 Itches
I forms lead to RGE

Mfm dins a dim 5

final a dim6 din 57
i


